
Marginal Poisson Regression Model and GEEExamples of ount data:� number of pani attaks ourring during six months intervalsafter reeiving treatment� number of sexual partners in a three months period reorded inan HIV prevention program� number of infants deaths per month before and after introdu-tion of a prenatal are programThe Poisson distribution has been the most ommonly used tomodel ount dataP (Y = y) = e���yy! y = 0; 1; 2; : : :E[Y ℄ = V ar(Y ) = �if V ar(Y ) > E(Y )) over-dispersed data
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Epilepti seizures� Clinial Trail of 59 epileptis� For eah patient, the number of epilepti seizures was reordedduring a baseline period of eight weeks� patient were randomized to treatment with the anti-epileptidrug progabide or plaebo� Number of seizures was then reorded in four onseutive twoweeks intervals� Question: is progabide redues the rate of epilepti seizures?
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Poisson Regression ModelYij � Poisson(�ij)log �ij = �0 + �xi� xi is the treatment indiator� � desribe the hange in the log of the population average ountper unit hange in xi� in the progabide example:exp(�) represents the ratio of average seizures rates, measuredas the number of seizures per two-week period, for the treatedpatients ompared to the ontrol patientsE[Yij j xi = 1℄E[Yij j xi = 0℄ = exp(�)� If � < 0 then the treatment if e�etive relative to the plaeboin ontrolling the seizure rate
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Overdispersed data { V ar(Yij) > E[Yij℄V ar(Yij) = �ijE[Yij℄�ij = �1; if i is assigned to a treatment�ij = �2; if i is assigned to a ontrolIrregular times: Suppose that the interval times tij, during whihthe events are observed, are not the same for all subjets. Theproblem an be solved by deomposing the marginal mean E[Yij℄as E[Yij℄ = �ij � tij�ij = number of events for unit intervaltij = length of time intervallogE[Yij℄ = log tij| {z }o�set +x0ij�
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Epilepti seizures1. Clinial Trail of 59 epileptis2. 31 patients reeived a anti-epilepti drug progabide3. 28 reeived a plaebo4. patients from the two groups are omparable in terms of age and8-week baseline seizure ountsPoisson regression model and GEE methodlogE[Yij℄ = log tij + �0 + �1xi1 + �2xi2 + �3xi1xi2j = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4i = 1; 2; : : : ; 59tij = 8 if j = 0tij = 2 if j = 1; 2; 3; 4xi1 = ( 1 if visit 1; 2; 3; 40 if baselinexi2 = ( 1 if progabide0 if plaebo
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� xi2 allow di�erent baseline seizure ounts between the treatedand plaebo groups
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Parameter Interpretation and Results� exp(�1) is the ratio of the average seizure rate after the treat-ment to before treatment for the plaebo group� �3 is the parameter of interest and represents the di�erene inthe logarithm of the post-to pre-treatment ratio between theprogabide and the plaebo groups. A negative oeÆient or-respond to a greater redution (small inrease) in the seizureounts for the progabide group� �̂3 = �0:10(0:21) if patient 207 is inluded this suggests thatthere is a very little di�erene between the treatment and theplaebo groups in the hange of seizure ounts before and afterthe randomization� if patient 207 is set aside �̂3 = �0:30(0:17) then there is modestevidene that progabide is favored over the plaebo� �̂ = 19:44 strong overdispersion!� we have ompletely ignored orrelation within subjets
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